
Wing Tai And STPI Present Henri Matisse The Master: Works From
1917 - 1952

SINGAPORE, 14 APRIL 2008:
Wing Tai and STPI present Henri Matisse the Master: Works from 1917 - 1952, the first-ever
solo exhibition of French modern master Henri Matisse in Singapore. This exhibition, comprising
52 prints, three drawings and one painting dated 1917, is valued at €2.5 million (estimated over
S$5 million). This rare collection is on loan to us from the estate of Henri Matisse.

Mr Edmund Cheng, Deputy Chairman, Wing Tai Holdings Limited, says:

"We are delighted to present Henri Matisse the Master: Works from 1917 - 1952. Our
sponsorship is in conjunction with Wing Tai's 45th anniversary this year, and demonstrates our
continuing commitment to the arts.

Wing Tai has been involved in the arts and public educational programmes since the 1980s, and
recognizes the need for long-term support and sustained investment to develop and raise
appreciation for art and design, which is now integral to Wing Tai's culture.

Our partnership with STPI brings art into new areas and to wider audiences. Matisse's works
take us back to the fundamentals of pure lines and inspired forms. This exhibition fulfils our
corporate aspiration to always deliver works of top quality, value and timeless elegance.

We are very happy that our sponsorship has enabled such an excellent exhibition to be brought
to Singapore. Now every student and lover of art has the opportunity to see and enjoy Matisse
up close.

As part of our sponsorship, we will organize events for our business partners, valued clients and
staff, to actively engage them in our sponsorship programme, through activities like talks and
guided tours of the exhibition."

The exhibition opens on 8 May 2008, graced by Jean-Mathieu Matisse, the great grandson of
the artist. The exhibition will be open to the public from 9 May to 16 August 2008 at the STPI
(Singapore Tyler Print Institute).


